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Role of Municipalities:

Creating an enabling environment for social finance approaches to
housing

Prepared by: Marilyn Struthers, Volunteer Facilitator TISGB

Municipalities hold two of the most important resources to enable innovative approaches to
housing that are a good fit with community need: data driven knowledge about the community
and the leveraging capacity of public assets. In rural communities, we lack the dense
infrastructure of nonprofits and charities found in larger urban areas. This elevates the role of
small municipalities, who are usually the largest holders of funds and other assets “in the
commons”, held on behalf of the community. While we may lack in organizational infrastructure,
we can often make up in developing partnerships and collaboration opportunities because of our
networks of relationships.

Here are four ways municipalities in Ontario are helping communities to use social finance
approaches to increase the supply of affordable housing:

● Housing Planning for Community Economic Sustainability
Development-driven housing builds wealth. The question is for who? In community
wealth building approaches, affordable housing is the way we encourage economic
development that makes the community sustainable. Building to the affordability
level of the type of workers that are essential to the local economy can direct
development priorities. Matching development approvals to current community economic
trends is a vital role only municipalities can play. Municipalities can work with
developers to diversify the housing stock and encourage innovation in design and
construction that supports affordable and sustainable housing.

● Building Collaborative Approaches: Partnerships between business, the social
sector, and governments are key to social finance approaches to achieve what the
market alone cannot. Municipalities can be partners, can convene partners or can
direct partnerships in the development approvals process. It is all about combining
assets in new ways that support affordability and creating the relational environment that
invites collaboration.

● Recognizing Social Financing Models: Social financing housing models may
sometimes seem unusual, less familiar than typical commercial developments. These
models include financial tools to build community wealth and sustainability - using the
resource of the commons to meet the needs of community. Recognizing tools such as
land trusts, social enterprises, community bonds, and co-operative investment
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and ownership during a development approval process is essential. We call this social
financial literacy.

● Leveraging Funds/Assets: Municipalities are stewards of lands and finances
held on behalf of the community. These assets have financial value beyond the dollar
value. Municipalities recognize this when they transfer a city-owned building or land to a
community group for social purpose. Other ways to leverage municipal assets include
guaranteeing a community bond to encourage local investment, potentially generating
more capital than an outright grant without drain on municipal coffers. This kind of
support can leverage other government or philanthropic contributions. There are
also a host of regulatory tools and incentives that can be used to leverage the kind of
development that meets community sustainability objectives such as discounting or
waving fees or development charges; short term rental regulations; reducing parking
requirements and a vacant unit tax.
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